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WC*OWAVI AITK*1AS ADJACEBT TO METAL SURFACES
Aba tract
Radiation patterns of three general type* of microwave
antennae adjacent to plane metal surfaces are studied to
determine which la most suitable for use in a new type
navigational system for high speed aircraft. The antenna
types Investigated are: (1) rectangular wave guides cut
off at an angle and adjacent to a metal plane, (2) these
same antennas filled with a solid dielectric (polystyrene),
and (3) slotted wave gw&aw antennas of the end-fire type.
A preliminary investigation was made of the radiation of
wave guides cut off at an angle, but with the metal plane
absent, to determine the effects of variations of the angle
of cut on the radiation patterns.
Of the antennas tested of types (1) and (2) above, sev-
eral have radiation patterns with reasonably small side lebes,
but the main beam widths and position of the centers of the
main beams are not suitable for the particular application
for which a low drag antenna is sought. The results presen-
ted show what may be expected from these antennas for differ-
ent orientations with respect to the metal plane. Some of
these may be useful where their radiation characteristics
are needed.
The slotted wave guide antennas with four slots have
a radiation pattern which is close to the preliminary
ii
ettiraatea of the requirements of the navigational equipment.
It should ba possible to aeet the "inal apecificationa vary
satlafactorlly with this type antenna. The radiation pattern
h&e very small side lobes and a main beam of approximately the
desired width and orientation with reaped to the ratal plane.
3 also or the zero aerodynamic drag type, making it more
Icable to high speed aircrart.
Measuring equipment designed and built by the authors
to facilitate measurements of the radiation patterns is rec-
owriended for use in antenna deaign by an experimental method*
The equipment used gave three cathode ray tube presentations
of the radiation pattern. One cathode ray tube was used to
present a polar plot, *hll# the other was ua*6 to present
either a 36G~degree rectangular coordinate plot, or a 60-de-
free rectangular coordinate plot with markers at 10-dsgree
Interval 3. The center of the 60-degree } lot could be manually
selected at any point on the polar plot.
CFAPTTH I
IMTRODUCTIO*
Microwave antennas suitable for high speed aircraft
should be small and should contribute little or no aerody-
namic dra
;
- As the supersonic region is approached, the drag
consideration becomes increasingly important • Ideally, an
antenna should be flush with the fuselage surface, or should
be an Integral part of the wing surface. A f«w sero drag
microwave antennas have been built. In general, these have
radiation patterns with the sain beam approximately normal to
the plane of the fuselage at the antenna.
An antenna is desired for a new type navigational equip-
ment for high speed aircraft, using 3 centimeter wave length.
ice the equipment is yet in the design stage, rigorous speci-
fications for the antenna radiation characteristics have not
been set. Preliminary estimates are that the radiation pattern
should have a main beam about 60 degrees wide in both vertical
and horizontal planes. If the antenna is to be located in the
fuselage, it Is desired that one half-power point of the main
beam be near the plane of the fuselage surface at the antenna.
If the antenna is to be located at the wing tips, it is de-
sired that the center of the main beam lie in the direction of
ht.
In attempting to obtain an antenna which would satisfy
these requirements, a study was made of the radiation patterns
of three general types of antennas:
(1) Open wave guides cut off at an angle and
projecting through, or adjacent to, a plane metal
surface.
(2) Same as (1), but rilled with a solid
dielectric.
(3) End-fire slotted wave guide antennas*
Preliminary investigations were made into open wave guide
radiators, with the metal plane absent. Meae.irexnents were made
of the radiation patterns of these wave guides , cut off at
various angles in either the broad or narrow dimension, and
with or without solid dielectric filling. This was done to
establish what radiation patterns could be expected from such
antennas.
The effect of various orientations of the metal surface
in (1) and (2) above, were measured, although all arrangements
did not give zero drag antennas. All of the antennas tested
were made of standard 3 centimeter wave guides. Polystyrene
was used as the dielectric filling in the wave guide. The
preliminary measurements of end-fire slotted guides were dis-
couraging, because of the low percentage of power radiated, but
later designs made this type antenna seem most promising for
application in the navigational equipment.
All of the experimental results for the three types of
antennas are given, although many are entirely unsuited for
application in the navigational equipment. Some will have
other applications in high speed aircraft, and. collectively,
they present a factual report of what may be expected from
various microwave antennas near metal surfaces.
The experimental • rather than the analytical approach was
chosen, because it seemed more practical, several approximate
3solutions have been made for the relatively simple case of the
open-end rectangular wave guide radiator (cut off at an angle
of 90 degrees) • So«e of these agree fairly closely with exper-
imental results , while others do net, depending upon what as*
sumptions were made in the attempt to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions at the aperture. With more complex wave guide antenna
constructions, the theoretical solution is made more difficult.
Considerable time was spent in the design and construction of
equipment which would automatically plot the antenna radiation
patterns. This equipment is described in the following chapter*
Solid dielectric use in antennas has been restricted to
those of the end-fire type in radar systems requiring small
beam angles. Since fairly broad beams are desired here, the
dielectric will either be terminated flush with the edge of
the radiating aperture of the wave guide or will project only
a short distance beyond.
Slotted wave guide antennas of both the end-fire and
broadside array type have been used previously. However* the
type studied here is a new one, since the slots are oriented
transversely in the broad side of the wave guide.
APTFH II
In order tc avoid the alow proceaa of plotting a large
number of antenna radiation petterna point-by-point, equip-
ment was eonatructed which would rapidly and accurately
present the radiation pattern on the screen of a cathode ray
tube. Three typea of preaentation were chosen: (1) a 360-
degree polar plot, (2) a 360-degree rectangular plot, and
(3) a 60-degree rectangular coordinate plot. Theee pattema
were photographed and the time required to obtain the radia-
tion pattern of a teat antenna wae reduced to about ten aec-
onds*
ofly, the measuring equipment eonalated of the fol-
lowing: a Shepherd-Pierce tube with square-wave modulation
of Its rcpeller voltage waa uaed as the transmitter for the
teat antenna, which wae rotated at six revolutions per mi-
nute* A receiving antenna and crystal detector were placed
about 30 feet fro* the teat antenna (
;
?i&a.4w and49) • The
video signal f row. the crystal detector waa amplified and fed
to the) two driver stages which supplied current to the mag-
netlc deflection coils of two cathode ray tubes. One of
theee tubea had a rotating deflection coil which waa driven
in synchronism with the teat antenna rotation and which pre-
sented a polar plot of the power radiated by the teat antenna*
The other tube had both horiaontal and vertical deflection
cells. 'he amplified video signal waa applied to the vertical
deflection colls, while the horizontal deflection coils re-
ceived a sweep voltage controlled by the test antenna rota-
tion. This tube presented a 360 degree or e 60 6m^.r^ rec-
tangular coordinate plot of the power radiated, depending
upon which cf two sweep voltagss was selected for the hori-
zontal deflection colls. A block diagram of the equipment
is shown in fig. / • *he physical arrangement of *he measur-
ing equipment is shown in figs./*, snd 5*4.
The test antenna and its rotating equipment (Fig .57) are
located Inside the radone (^ig9.4-d and*v) • The test antenna
was mounted on the turntable driven by a d.c. motor at about
six revolutions per minute. Voltages for the Shepherd-Pierce
tube were supplied through slip rin* a. The turntable was
geared to a one-to-one speed synchro transmitter and to a
thirty-six- to-one speed synchro transmitter, both of which
were used to supply bearing data to a servomecnanism which
positioned the rotating deflection coll on one of the cathode
ray tubes. The modulation-frequency of the transmitter was
about 330 cycles pmr second. This frequency was chosen be-
cause it gave the best current wave form in the deflection
colls of the csthode rsy tubes. The turntable was also
geared to a potentiometer which controlled the horizontal
sweep voltage on one cf the cathode ray tubes.
The receiving antenna used was a high-gain electro-
magnetic horn. An absorption type waver* ter was Inserted
between the horn and the crystal detector. The receiving
antenna assembly is shown in fi&« &.
































































































lime and a shielded plug to a General Hadio type 714*4 ampli-
fier. I&ia ampliflay was choeen bacauaa of lta high gain
(0 - 80 db.), and bacauaa of lta flat frequency response over
a sufficiently vide band for amplification of a 330 cycles per
second square-wave. Ivan aitii SO db. gain, the square-wave
signal maintained lta wave form and had vary little noise
added to it by the amplifier.
A aurplua radar Indicator having two cathode ray tubea
was modified extensively and used to complete the measuring
cquipraant. *!ke *F.?.T." scope waa modified to present the
1
ar plot, and the *B* acope was used for the other presenta-
tions. 1**e eigne! from the General Radio 714-A amplifier waa
fad to two driver stages for tfoe deflection colls, The cir-
s for these stage* are shown In figs* 2 and 3 • *hey are
designed to produce beam daflections that are linear functions
'hi input square.-wave voltage amplitude over a reasonable
region, and then to limit the deflection coll current to a
safe value to prevent burning out the deflection coils with
large signals*
The 60-degree sweep voltage for the rectangular coordinate
plot was already provided In the radar indicator and was ueed
unchanged. Hw center f this 60-degree pattern could be
aelected by setting an index marker to the desired bearing
on a bearlnr. dial aurrcundlng the polar plot cathode ray tube.
Ifae C0«degree sweep circuit also provided bearing markers st
10 degree intervale, one marker appearing at the center of
the eo-dagrae sweep. A photograph of a 60-degree pattern la
shown .47. ~he markers provided an easy means for


























































































The SSG-degree sweep voltaic circuit Is shown In fip* t .
The sweep potentiometer was rotated by the antenna turntable,
and the saw-tooth voltaf iced was applied to the horizontal
ugh a sweep amplifier stage* A selector
switch wt 'tded in the Input grid circuit of the sweep
amplifier stage so that either the 360-degree or the 60-def.ree
swe«»T could be chosen.
The appearance of the polar plot was greatly improved by
the ->n of the blank' rcult shown In flg*4>«
current wave form in the Reflection coil of the polar plot
ode ray tube is shown in fir. •» • B-MHMMN of fairly slow
rise time and the curvature of tha leading edpe of wave form,
the result was a scope presentation with a broad line trace
Hhe antenna pattern with toe much ^clutter" Inside the
trace, which won 1 photograph well, because each null
point In an antenna pattern left the sweep in the center of
the scope, this resulted in the center becoming too or!
for photographs. The blanking circuit was designed to have
the following effects:
(1) To unblank the cathode ray tube only during
a portion of the time when the deflection coil current
wave form had a flat top. This resulted In a fine line
trace of the antenna pattern on the scope*
(2) To unblank the cathode ray tube during the
time in (1) above, only when the video signal ampli-
tude, is larger than a pre-selected small value* This
eliminate ' spot in the center of the scope*
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DEFLECTION COIL CURRENT
BLANKING VOLTAGE TO CATHODE OF CRT









- MECH. COUPLING TO
ANTENNA DRIVE
SWEEP CENTER
FIG. 6. 360° SWEEP CIRCUIT
13
i operation of the blanking circuit may be seen from
/cltage wave forms shown In fif. ^ • The cathode fol-
lower was used as the r decoupli . the first
'.er stage amplifies the video signal and the second
amplifier passes only those signals above a pre-selected
level, which is determined by the ad Justable bias of that
stage. Uae first triggered multi-vibrator provides a square-
wave output which is then peaked to provide a delayed positive
trigger for the second mil tl-vibrator. This delay is suffi-
cient to make the trigger to the second mult I-vibrator occur
>£ the time when the deflection coil current wave form
has a flat top. It should be noted that only positive trlg-
3 affect the operation of either of the kuI ti-vibrators
•
tput of the second multi-vibrator Is a negative square
pulse cf aocut 200 seconds duration used to unblank the
cathode ray tube. "!tola signal is applied to the cathode of
the cathode ray tube* The time at which this unblanklng pulse
jrs during the deflection coil current wave form cycle is
ahown in fi| . S" •
Ttie measuring equipment waa designed to produce accurate
plots, to a linear scale, of the power radiated by the test
antenna In the plane in which the measurements were made,
ttie assumption was made that the crystal detector (IN23)
would have square-law character 1stice. \he law of the crystal
was measured at various power levels by the method of K. Hi-ut-
ter? and waa found to vary between 1.54 and 2.63 for the power
levels considered, the crystal law increasing for decreasing
14
power levels* *?t*Ia departure frees the square-law character-
istics would cause scee distortion of the antenna pattern
presentation. However, R« Herlnger bes Investigated crystal
detector characteristics !n the Microwatt power ranre and
found that they adhere M to the square-law character-
istic at this power level. Since the power received from a
Shepherd-Pierce tube transmitter at SG feat is in the micro-
watt range. It is assusaed that the square-law crystal response
was obtained*
fine deflection coils should produce baas deflections pro-
portional to the video signal amp the deflec-
ts obtained plotted against video signal amplitude to the
driver stage ware prepared (fig* ? ). ffhen each of the antenna
patterns was measured, the video gain was adjusted so that the
peak deflections resaeined in the linear rar
Before s»asurements ware made of the radiation patterns
of each group of sntennas, the bearing alignment of the measur-
ing equipment waa sJ 3« This was dona by using as a test
antenna a high gain electrcssagnetlc horn having a beam angle
of about 5 degrees* 'The center of this beam on the cathode
ray tube screens was taken as the reference sero degree
bearing. It represented the direction of the receiving an-
tenna fzHMB the test antenna and could be accurately set. "tie
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VOLTAGE INPUT TO DRIVER STAGE
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FIG. 7. DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS OF ORIVER
STAGES AND DEFLECTION COILS
POLAR PLOT CRT
® RECTANGULAR COORDINATE PLOT CRT
TO III
RADII TIG* CTANGttlAR SA-
The radiation pattern of a wave f uide cut off at an an^ le
of 90 degrees hae been calculated and measured by others • When
the wave guide is cut off at an acute sn^le, as shown In fl*.
or In fig. 9, the equivalent current distribution over the
aperture may not be accurately predicted and calculation of
the radiation pattern Is more difficult. An attempt was made
to calculate the radiation pattern for the type of antenna
shown in fip . b, assuming that the field over the aperture
was the same as if the wave guide bad extended infinitely. The
results were that the pattern bad a main beam that was fairly
broad (100 degrees between half-power points for a wave guide
cut off at 45 degrees) and was symmetrical about the normal
to the plane of the aperture. These results did not at all
agree with experimental results , and It was concluded that the
assumptions made for the field over the aperture were greatly
in error.
»©r antennas of the type shown in fi&a. 8 and 9, the
radiation pattern will, in general, be expected to have a sain
lcbe deflected toward the normal to the plane of the aperture.
*!tiis effect will be caused by the phase velocity in the wave
guide being greater than in air. Also, the main beam will be
narrower for sharper angles of cut becsuse of the increase in
the area of the aperture. The actual beam deflections and
beam widths which will be obtained with these types of antennas
Lf
FIG. 3. WAVE GUIDE ANTENNA CUT OFF AT AN ANGLE IN
THE BROAD DIMENSION
Z, ,Y
FIO. 9 WAVE OUIDE ANTENNA CUT OFF AT AN ANGLE
IN THE NARROW DIMENSION
±H
are not known and need to be measured.
I measurement* of all patterns presented In this report
vere »*ade at 9500 megacycles, except for a few esses In which
the frequency was the variable under observation and la speci-
fically noted on those patterns. On each antenna pattern a
reference line has been drawn which represents the axis of the
wave /.Tilde* or the X --direction* or which represents the pro-
jection of the x~axis on the plane of the pattern.
s. 10 end 11 show the radiation patterns of antennas
of the type shown in fig. 6. The following characteristics
are noted in these patterns:
(1) The beam angle (between half power points)
is narrower for the sharper angles of cut and becomes
progressively wider ss the angle of cut approaches 90
degrees* The beam angle has a width of 17 degrees for
the 10-degree cut and 57 degrees for the SO-degree cut.
(£) The power In the side lobes is relatively
higher for the sharper angles of cut. Tije largest side
lobe for the 10-degree cut Is down only 4 db. fro* the
wain lobe axaplltude, but aide lobes are more suppressed
as the angle of cut ia Increased. Tne radiation pattern
for the 75-degree cut has unexplained large side lobes.
(5) The center of the rain lebe (half-way between
half-power points) is deflected an al»ost constant
ajaount. 26 to 2b degreee, for all angles of cut frow
10 degrees through 45 degrees. 'or larger angle a of
cut, the bear, deflection is reduced*
rs 1
\
(A) a « 10* (B) a = 15*
(C) 20 (D) 30 #
FIG. 10. RADIATION PAT-
TERNS IN XY- PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 8.
(E) a = 45*
zo
(A) 60 (B) a » 75 •
(C) a = 90
FIG. II. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XY-PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 8. (CONT'D.)
£\
The radiation patterns of some of these same nave guides
filled with a solid dielectric (polystyrene) are shown In
fig* 12* The Reflection of the center of the main lobe scene
to have a maximum near an angle of cut of 20 degrees, where
the deflection Is 56 degrees from the axis of the wave guide.
The main beasts are narrower, since the effect of the dielectric
filling should be, to a flret approximation, the saw* as the
effect of a slight Increase in the wave guide dimensions* Die
peculiar split boac for the 30 degree an^le of cut was investi-
gated further, using dielectric fillings of several lengths,
but the same pattern recurred*
Fig. 13 shown the patterns obtained for wave guides cut
off as in fig* 9, and patterns for these same wave guides
filled with solid dielectric are shown in fig* 14. Except
for the patterns for the 15-degree angle of cut. none of the
patterns I ave any value In any application requiring direct-
ivity, because of the numerous large side lobes* The dielec-
«tric filling has a negligible effect on the pattern in the
plane of observation (XZ-plane). Fig* 15 shows the patterns
of sooe of theee antennas in the plane of the main lobe nor-
mal to the XZ-plane, and a a In the dielectric filling is shown
to have negligible effect* The beam angle for the 15-degree
cut is 70 degrees for no dielectric filling and 68 degrees
when filled with the solid dielectric*
The practical use of these type antennas as circuit
elements would require impedance matching for maximum power
transfer* The dielectric filling used was in each case a
carefully fitted polystyrene plug extending several wave
&(A) a « 10 (B) a = l 5
(C) a = 20' (D) a * 30
FIG. 12 RADIATION PAT-
TERNS IN XY-PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 8-
DIELECTRIC FILLED
(E) a » 45*
&1
(a; ^.i5* (B) « 30*
(C) • 45* (0) -60*
FI6.I3.RADIATI0N PATTERNS




(A) $ « 15' (B) £ « 45'
(C) « 75
FIG. 14- RADIATION PATTERNS IN XZ-PLANE
OF ANTENNA IN FIG. 9.
DIELECTRIC FILLED
^5
(A) £«I5' (B) £ 75
(C) « 15*
DIELECTRIC FILLED
(D) £ « 75*
DIELECTRIC FILLEO
FIG. 15- RADIATION PATTERNS IN PLANE OF MAIN LOBE
NORMAL TO XZ- PLANE OF ANTENNA IN FIG.».
lengths, usually about 5 Inches, into the wave guide. A
witched load was then obtained by carefully notching the rear
end or the dielectric pi jC notch was *ade in the broad
-lension of the plu£, and voltage standing wave ratios as
low as 1.05 were measured in wave guides terminated by the
notched plug. Also, a sufficient number of these plugs were
notched in this manner to indicate that this is a reliable
method for ispedance matching.
Without the dielectric filling, the impedance mismatch
caused by the antennas producer* standing wave ratios of 1.7
for the various angles of cut, which would not be seri-
ous for most applications. However, the open wave guide will
require a dielectric window ever its aperture if it is to be
used In high speed aircraft. The effect of dielectric windows
of various thicknesses was investigated, "cur windows whose
thicknesses varied from about one-quarter cuide wave length
to one-half puide wave length were used in an antenna of the
type shown in fif . 8. Each of these caused a Marked increase
in eide lobe amplitudes, out caused no serious distortion of
the main lobe. Fowever, the impedance mismatch produced was
serious, except when a thickness of nearly one-half guide
wave length was used. Since the thicker windows Increased the
side lobes, it was decided to use thinner ones. R. *. Walker *
has shown that for thin windows introduced across s wsve j.,uide
ahead of a matched load, the voltage standing wave ratio pro-
duced is a lineer function of the window thickness. For a fre-
quency of 9500 megacycles, a polystyrene window in the guide
adds about the voltage standing wave ratio, per mil
thickness* 16 shows that a window 0.060 Inches thick
had negligible effect on one antenna pattern, vram the above
considerations, It was concluded that the window to be used





FIG. 16. EFFECT OF DIELECTRIC WINDOW ON
RADIATION PATTERN IN XY-PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 8.
a -3O
WINOOW THICKNESS 060 IN.
CHATTER IV
APJACfcH? TO A WTTAL fLkWB.
Since a small area of the fuselage of en aircraft is
essentially a plana surface, the radiation characteristics
of wave guide antennas projecting through, or adjacent to,
a plane surface were Invest . "Vie assumption that the
curvature of the fuselage could be neglected greatly simplified
construction of the test antennas, "tils assumption is not
seriously in error, for in the three centimeter wavo length
band, surface currents at a distance of about ten wave lengths
from the antenna bee ere very small compared with those adjacent
to the antenna, and contribute little to the radiation pattern.
At first, a metal plane three feet square with an antenna pro-
jecting through the plane, as shown in fig. 17, was usad as a
test antenna. When the large plane was replaced by one only
eight inches square, the radiation pattern waa unchanged, with-
in the accuracy of the measuring equipment. fMa test was con-
ducted on several antennas of the type shown in ft?. 17, with
the same results. It was concluded that the smaller plane was
sufficiently large to represent the surface of an aircraft
fuselage, and that the effect of the curvature of the fuselage
may be neglects
Kg* 18 shows the radiation patterns of antennas cf the
type shown in fir. 17, for vsrious angles X • flaase patterns
sre very similar to those cf the wave guide without the plane
(fig. 10). Only in the case of an angle fc of 45 degrees is
30
FIG. 17 WAVEGUIDE ANTENNA MOUNTED WITH
APERTURE FLUSH WITH METAL PLANE
31
(A) a - 10* (B) a * 15*
(C) a * 20 ( D) a * 90'
FIG. 18. RADIATION PAT-
TERNS IN XY- PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 17.
(E) a * 45*
32
there a great difference* Here the beam an: le is increased
from 32 to 57 degrees. In both cases (i.e., with and without
the shield) the center of the stain beam is deflected frost the
axis of the wave guide by an almost constant amount, 25 to 31
degrees. However, when the metal plane is used as the refer-
ence plane, the deflection of the main lobe frost this plane
is seen to increase as the an&lr <* increases. «one of the
half-power points of the main lobes lie closer than 33 degrees
to the metal plane, and none lie farther than 45 degrees. The
beam angle increases frosi 20 degrees width for an x of 10 de-
grees to 57 degrees w5 r an oc of 45 degrees.
Using an ant*mm of the type shewn in fig. 17 with an
angle of 20 degrees, e series of antenna patterns were measured
(fig. IS) to show the effect of frequency variations on the
shape of the rat tern. The results show that the deflection
of the center of the beam remained unchanged for the 10 per-
cent variation in frequency (from 8695 to 94&S megacycles).
The beam width, however, varied from 37 degrees width for the
lowest frequency, to 19 degrees width for middle frequencies,
and to 24 degrees for the highest frequency considered. The
phasing of the excitation ever the aperture, as well as the
relative amplitude T modes of propagation in the
wsve r:uide in the vicinity of the aperture, change when the
frequency is changed, aril necessarily alter the radiation
pattern.
I variations aain lebe patterns in a plane nor-
mal to the x-y plane are shown in fir. 20. The beam widths
dec -ease as « Is decreased. It would seem that the width of
M(A) 9483 MCPS (B) 9390 MCPS
(C) 9265 MCPS (D) 9062 MCPS
FIG. 19- RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY- PLANE OF ANTENNA




(A) d« 10' (B) a> 20'
(C) a * 30 (D) a « 45
FIG. 20. RADIATION PATTERNS OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 17 IN PLANE OF MAIN LOBE NORMAL
TO XY-PLANE.
.to
the wave guide would be the controlling factor In the width
of the beam In this plane. However , there Is a longitudinal
component of the magnetic field In a wave guide excited In
the dominant soda (Vl^)« and that component becomes in-
creasingly important as the angle oc is decreased.
Fig* 23 shows the radiation patterns of wave guides
sainted on the surface of the metal plate (fig. 21). The
width of the main lobe and the side lobe amplitudes are prac-
tically unchanged when the angle of cut of the wave guide Is
varied, itoe main Itbe width is SO degreas for all antennas
measured In this group. The deflection of the center of the
main beam from the axis of the wave guide varies from 20 de-
grees for the 20-degroe antenna to 35 degrees for the 60 -de-
gree antenna. This is opposite to the effect noted in fig*
10 for these wave guides with no shield present. This effect
can be attributed to the surface currents on the metal plane
and to the Image effeet of the metal plane.
For a wave guide cut in the narrow dimension and mounted
on a plate, the radiation patterns are as shown in fig. 24.
These are in great contrast with those of the same wave guides
without the metal plate present (fig. 13). The width of the
main lobe varies from S3 to 28 degrees, f.ide l^bes show a
definite tendency to increase as the angle of cut is decreased.
For the 16-degree antenna, the "side lcbes" have apparently in-
creased to become the main lobe of radiation.
The radiation patterns of these antennas in the plane of
the main lobe normal to the X-Z plane are shown In fig. 2b.
These have progressively wider beams as the angle of cut in-
creases, provided that the large side lobe for the 15-degree
MFIG. 21. WAVE GUIDE ANTENNA ADJACENT TO A METAL PLANE
FIG. £2, WAVE GUIDE ANTENNA WITH PROJECTING DIELECTRIC
ADJACENT TO A METAL PLANE
M(A) £ • 30* ( F ) s ,5. (B) - 45'
(C) * 60 (D) • 75 #
FIG.24.RADIATI0N PATTERNS
IN XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 24 (E)
(E) ANTENNA
lis
(A) $ = 15* (B) £ = 30*
(C) & = 45* (D) $ '- 60*
FIG. 25 RADIATION PAT-
TERNS IN THE PLANE OF
THE MAIN LOBE; NORMAL TO
XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA IN
FIG 24(E).
(E) $ * 75'
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antenna la not considered a part of its main beam. For the
same antennas with the shield absent, the effect of the angle
of cut on the beam angle la reversed* It nust again be attri-
buted to the skin currents on the metal plate and to the image
effect.
Hone of these antennas mounted externally on the surface
of the aircraft will have sero aerodynamic drag. They could
be streamlined to reduce the drag and might find use where
their particular radiation patterns are desirable.
Another type of antenna was considered, (fig. 27), one
which Is a compromise between the flush mounted type In fig. 17
and the externally mounted type In flf . 21. Althourh sero drag
is not achieved, the tfrag produced will be less than for an
externally mounted antenna. The resulting patterns (fig. £8),
are. in general, undesirable* since side lebes are rreatly in-
creased. These patterns should be compared with those in fig. 18.
None of these antennas fulfill the requirements for the
antenna for the aircraft navigational equipment. The antenna
In fig. 24 (F) most nearly meets the requirement of a half-power
point near the metal plane, having half-power points within 9
degrees of the plane when the side l-bes are small. However,
the beam angle In the XZ-plane la only 25 degrees wide, less
than half that desired for the navigational equipment. The
beam width in the plane cf the main lobe normal to the XZ-
plane is sufficiently broad, about sixty degrees. The zero
drag antennas in fir* IV offer little possibilities for use
in this application, since the beam angle is too small and
the main beam lies too fsr from the metal plane. If the
41
FIG. 26. SLOTTED WAVE GUIDE ANTENNA
FIG. 27 OPEN END WAVE GUIOE PROJECTING THROUGH A
METAL PLANE AT AN ANGLE
±2
(A) a » 60 - y «30 # (B) a « 30
# y *I5 #
(C) a » 30 # y * 20 # (0) a 20
- y * I0 #
FIG.28. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY-PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 27.
(EJ a - 20 # x » I5
#
radiation patterns are to be cor, the antennas dis-
eussed, the field distribution* over the apertures oust be
isur^d. Otherwise serious errors are introduced.
OttM I v
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The addition of a solid dielectric filling to the entennaa
described in the previous chapter causes a considerable altera-
tion of the radiation patterns* Tfre change is caused primarily
by the decreaae in phase velocity in the dielectric filled
wave guide* which changes the amplitude and phase distribution
of the equivalent current distribution ever the aperture of
the antenna* This corresponds roughly to the effect of a
alight increase in the wave guide dimensions*
For a dielectric filled antenna of the type shewn in
• 17, the radiation patterns (Fig* 29) have the same general
shape as for the same antenna without the metal plate* and have
beam deflections nearly identical with those in fig* 12* The
20-degree and 45-degree antennas do have much larger side lobes*
In general it may be concluded that the effect of a metal plane
oriented as in fig* 17 has little effect on the radiation pat-
terns of wave guide radiators with or without dielectric filling*
•Zfte effect of frequency variation on the pattern of a 20-
degree dielectric filled antenna of the type shown in fie* 17
was measured ' ' . 50)* It would seem that If the effect of
the dielectric filling is the same as that for a slight in-
crease In wave guide dimensions, the same pattern obtained
without the dielectric filling could be reproduced with the
dielectric filled antenna if the frequency is lowered a suf-
ficient amount* Fow«ver, when the frequency was lowered 500
45
(A) a • 10 (B) a - 15
(C) a * 20' (0) a 30 #
FIG. 29 RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY- PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 17.
DIELECTRIC FILLEO
(E) a * 45
(A) 9908 MCPS (B) 9483 MCPS
(C) 9390 MCPS (0) 9265 MCPS
FIG. 30. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY-PLANE OF ANTENNA IN
FIG. 17 . FREQUENCY VARIED.
DIELECTRIC FILLED
a « 20 #
(E) 9062MCPS
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megacycle a, there did not seexa to be any tendency for the
beam to aasuiae the form of the patterns in fig* 13. "The
pattern remained broken Into two large lubes or nearly the
aame amplitude, the center3 of where were separated by 40
itgmNN
e radiation patterns for this ssjbs type of antenna
in the plane of the main lobe, normal to the XY-plane, are
shown in flf • 31. The bean angles vari d widely, from 18 de-
grees for the 15-degreo antenna to 75 degrees for the 45-de-
grec antenna. The large beam width, 7i ees, obtained with
the 10-degree antenna is unexplained.
Mice the beams so far obtained In the XT-plan* are
generally too narrow for application in the high speed air-
craft navigational system, an effort was made to increase the
bean width by closing ^'tr a portion of the aperture of the an-
tenna, as shown in i. . 98 I ) . The resulting patterns are
shown in firs. 32 and 33. Side 1- bee are increased and the
main bean width changes very little, much less than was ex-
pected • Tecreasing the length of the aperture, for the sane
current distribution, should increase the bean width by a
greater amount than was observed. Hence the current distribu-
tion across the sperture must have changed considerably. The
natal over the aperture produced a serious Impedance mismatch,
but no effort wea made to secure a matched termination since
the radiation patterns did not seem to warrant it.
Ihe next type of dielectric filled antenna considered was
the one shown in f ". , *ith the dielectric flush with the
aperture of the wave ;-uSde. Wain beam widths in the radiation
4S
(A) a - 10' (B) a r 15
(C) a - 20 (0) a 30*
FIG. 31. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN PLANE OFMAIN LOBE
NORMAL TO XY-PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 17.
DIELECTRIC FILLED
(E) a • 45 #
4S
(A) 6.7 CM (B) 7.0 CM
( O 6.0 CM (D) D = 5.5 CM
FIG. 32. RADIATION PAT-
TERNS IN XY-PLANE OF







(A) D 5.0 CM (B) " 4.5 CM
(C) 4.0 CM (D) D 7.0 CM
(LOWER END CLOSED)
FIG. 33. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XY-PLANE
OF ANTENNA IN FIG.32 WITH PORTION OF
APERTURE CLOSED. (CONT'D.)
DIELECTRIC FILLED
patterns (fl£« 54) va -gh 16 degrees for the 30-degree
antpnni t -*ec) antenna. "?he ampll-
he side lobes la li f t sane antannaa
without dielectric (• 9)* "lie half-power point of the
stain bea» for the 30-c!agree antenna lies within 7 degrees of
the net&l plane.
Fvr antennas of the type shown in f ' , ), with the
wave guide cut off at an angle In the narrow dimension, the
dielectric fill -eatly iwproves the radiation patterns,
reducing the aide lebes, but staking the stain lobe slightly
narrower. The rnain baas widths for the antennas tested ware
each 22 degrees* and deflection of the center of the satin beast
above the Metal plate was 20 to 25 degrees.
Thit radiation patter; hese sane antennas in the plana
of the mn' o are shown in fir. 36. 'The beast widths in this
plane, nomal to t' rslane, are frora 60 aa. she
dielectric filling a£ain improves the patterns. (Cosspare figs.
36 and 25)
.
When solid dielectric are placed la the antenna
ahovn in fig» 22, the resulting patterns have only snail side
lobes and main baas angles between 20 &nA 53 degrees between
half-power points ("^Igs. 37 and 38). For all the angles of
cut of the dielectric plu^s uee^, the centers of the wain
beama ware deflected about 2b degrees frori the nets! plate,
•rtse half-power point of the main lobe is never nearer than 12
degrees to the isatal plate, when the dielectric was removed
frees the guide, the cain baas: was 19 degrees wide with its
center 31 degrees above the plate.
oZ
(A) a = 20 # (B) a = 30 #
(C) a 60'
FIG. 34. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XY-PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG 21.
DIELECTRIC FILLED
(A) = 15 (B) * 45
(C) 75'
FIG. 35 RADIATION PATTERNS IN XZ-PLANEOF
ANTENNA IN FIG 24(E).
DIELECTRIC FILLED
o4
(A) £ 5* (B) -- 45*
(C) £ = 75*
FIG. 36. RADIATION PATTERNS IN PLANE OF
MAIN LOBE NORMAL TO XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 24 (E).
oo
(A) a = I (B) a = I 5°
( C) a " 20* (D) a = 30*
(E) ANTENNA
FIG.37 RADIATION PATTERNS IN
XY-PLANE OF ANTENNA SHOWN
IN FIG. 22.
8 = o
(A) 45 # (3) * 7 5«
(C) NO DIELECTRIC
FIG.38. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XY-PLANE
OF ANTENNA SHOWN IN FIG.2 2. (CONT'D.)
8 =0
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The 20-degree dielectric for the antenna juat diacuased
was withdrawn various distances from the wave £uide (?ig. 36
and the effect on the radiation pattern meaeured • The bean
width of the main lobe (Piga. 39 and 40) remained constant at
21 degrees until the dielectric was withdrawn four centimeters,
and then the beam narrowed to 17 degreee when the dielectric
was withdrawn further to seven centimeters. The center of the
sain beam moved slowly toward the plane aa the length of the
protruding dielectric was Increased. The deflection of the
center of the main beam from the metal plane decreaaed from
25 degrees to 15 decrees. Both of these effects, the narrowing
of the main beam and the decrease in the deflection from the
axis of the wave guide, are caused by the end-fire effect of
the dielectric. This type of antenna could undoubtedly be
further lengthened and would produce a beam which would lie
nearer the metal plate, but the beam also becomes narrower and
the aide lobes seem to increase in amplitude aa the length of
the dielectric is increased.
Radiation patterns were measured for the antenna shown in
flg» 27 filled with dielectric. Ifcese patterns (Fig. 41) have
numerous large side lobes which make them unsuitable for most
applications.
In general the wave guide antennas with dielectric filling
are not satisfactory since they have large side lobes. However
for antennas of the type shown in fig. 24 (E), the dielectric
filling greatly improves the radiation patterns. This antenna
has too small a beam angle for use in the navigational equip-
ment.
ort
(A) S = CM. (B) S = I CM.
(C) 8=2 CM (D) g = 3 CM
FIG.39. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY-PLANE OF ANTENNA
SHOWN IN FIG. 22.
(E) ANTENNA
OH
(A) 8 3 4 CM (B) 8 = 5 CM
(C) 8=6 CM (D) 8 * 7 CM
FIG. 40. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XY- PLANE
OF ANTENNA SHOWN IN FIG.22. (CONT'D)
GO
(A) a = 60 y =15* (B) a = 60 # y * 20*
(C) a*60 # y *30* (D) a * 30« y « I5 -
FIG.4I. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XY- PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 27.
DIELECTRIC FILLED
(E) a «30< y * 2 0*
CHAPTER VI
SLOTTED WAVE GUIDE ANTFMSAS
The preliminary work on slotted wave guide antennae of
the type shown in fig* 26 waa not promising because the slots
used were only one-sixteenth inches wide and did not radiate
sufficient power* Since it was assumed that this antenna
would be of the end-fir** type, the addition of a large number
of slots to obtain more radiated power would have the undesir-
able effect of making the main beam very narrow. This type of
antenna was temporarily set aside and the open wave guide an-
tennas were Investigated* When the slotted wave guides were
again considered, the slots were widened, first to one-ei^bth
inches, and finally to three-sixteenths inches, and a much
greater percentage of the power was radiated* The patterns
obtained were close to the requirements cf the navigational
equipment, and these antennas deserve further study*
i
the slotted wave guide antennas considered by Watson,
the slots were either longitudinal on the broad dimension cf
the wave, or transverse on the narrow dimension* In the for-
mer arrangement, the slots were spaced to five a broadside array*
The latter type can be made into an end-fire or Ya#i type of
antenna, if one slot is inclined to act as the excited element,
while the others act as parasitic elements*
It was decided to cut the slots across the broad dimen-
sion of the wave guide f 6) in order to intercept the
surface currents which flow longitudinally on the inside sur-
face of that wall of the guide* The amplitude of this surface
o;c
current has a half-sinusoidal distribution across tha guide
,
with a maximum at tha center of the guide (for the dominant
mode of propagation, TF.^ ) . itie final antenna designs ware
for both two and four slots* rach slot was centered in the
broad side of the guide, was three-sixteenths inches wide,
and had an overall length of 0.4075 Inches. Since the slots
were Bade with a vertical silling machine, the ends were seal-
circular in shape* itie distance between the centers of these
settle ire lea was nade 0.500 Inches, which accounts for the odd
value of the overall lenrth. A Batched load was used to ter-
minate the *:uide, maklnf the anteruia a traveling wave type.
Ttie slots were spaced 0.366 inches longitudinally (center
to center) • Ibis spacing was computed by assuming that, for
two slots, the backward traveling radiation emerging from the
first slot should be cancelled by the backward traveling radia*
tion frost the second slot, in order that an end-fire effect
would result. Also, the radiation traveling forward along the
direction of the guide should add from the two slots. A con-
sideration of the phase velocity of a 9400 msfscycle wave in
air and inside the ftlie showed that 0.366 Inches was the
theoretical value of the proper slot spacing*
Ttie radiation patterns for the two-slot antenna are shown
in fig* 42 for various frequencies. Hie beam width, between
half-power points, in the XZ-plane la 15 to 20 degrees for the
upper and lower frequencies considered, but is 56 degrees for
VolO megacycles per second, and the half-power point then lies
only three degrees from the axis of the guide* The beam angle
in the plana of tha main lobe, normal to the XZ -plane is 40 to
63
(A) 9280 MCPS (B) 9510 MCPS
(C) 9700 MCPS (D) 9750 MCPS
FIG. 42. RADIATION PATTERNS IN XZ-PLANE OF
ANTENNA IN FIG. 26.
2 SLOTS 3/16 IN WIDE
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60 degrees, being broadest at '600 megacycles. Since this
type of antenna is desired to be mounted flush with the fuse-
lage of an aircraft, metal planes were added on either side,
as shown in fig* 42, to represent the effect of the fuselage*
In the plane of the main lobe (Tig* 45) the bean width was
increased to 47 degrees. This type of antenna seems quite
frequency sensitive and has large side lcbes in the XZ -plane.
The radiation patterns for the four-slot antenna are
shown in fig* 44* If the main beam is considered to have only
a dip (the dip does not orop below the quarter-power point),
the side lcbes present are negligible. Proper spacing of the
slots longitudinally at&cht eliminate this dip in the sain
lobe and make this type of antenna more useful* NMP the four
per cent frequency variation observed, the beam angle* in the
XZ-plane, varied frost 48 to 5b degrees between half-power points*
The half-power point of the sain beam lies on the axis of the
wave puide at the frequency of 9545 megacycles per second*
This antenna has come the nearest to fulfilling the requirements
in the TZ-plane for the antenna for the navigational equipvwnt*
In the plane of the main lobe, normal to the XZ-plane (Fig* 45),
the beam width is only 50 degrees* When a shield is added to
each side of the wave ruide, this beam angle is Increased to
58 degrees (Pig* 47), but in the xz-plane the beam angle is
reduced to 32 degrees, and the half-power point is moved to
12 degrees above the axis of the guide* Moving one or more of
the slots longitudinally a small distance might produce a
favorable change In the beam width.
These slotted wave ?uide antennas can be constructed to
(A) 9280 MCPS (B) 9510 MCPS
(C) 9595 MCPS (D) 9510 MCPS
WITH SHIELO
FIG. 43 RADIATION PATTERNS IN PLANE OF MAIN
LOBE NORMAL TO XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA IN FIG. 26
2 SLOTS 3/16 IN WIDE
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(A) 9610 MCPS (B) 9545 MCPS
(C) 9412 MCPS (D) 9350 MCPS
FIG.44. RADIATION PATTERNS
IN XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG. 26.




(A) 9550 MCPS (B) 9610 MCPS
FIG. 45. RADIATION PATTERNS IN PLANE OF MAIN LOBE
NORMAL TO XZ -PLANE OF ANTENNA IN FIGi26.
(A) ANTENNA (B) 9390 MCPS
FIG. 46. RADIATION PATTERN IN XZ* PLANE OF ANTENNA
IN FIG.26 ATTACNEO TO METAL SHIELD.
o«
A) POLAR PLOT
340° 350° 000° 010'
(B) 60° PLOT
020' 030° 4 0«
(C) 360° PLOT
FIG.47 RADIATION PATTERN IN PLANE OF MAIN LOBE
NORMAL TO XZ-PLANE OF ANTENNA IN FIG. 46 (A).
4 SLOTS 3/16 IN. WIDE 9390 MCPS
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f.ive zero aerorf:. amic drtg* There are no significant aide
lobes present, and It is believed that careful design will
produce an antenna with a radiation pattern fitted to the
specifications given in Chapter I*
CHAPTFR VII
COHCLUSIOSS AKP RECOMKBBBaTIOW
Of the three general types of antennas considered, the
slotted wave guide antenns will be most suited to the require-
ments of the high speed aircraft navigational system. This
antenna can be constructed with thin dielectric windows in the
slots, an^' will contribute no additional aerodynamic drag when
mounted flush wltb the surface of the aircraft, when the beam
requirements of the radiation pattern of the antenna for the
navigational system are rigidly set, experiments with various
slot widths, lengths, and longitudinal spacing should produce
the desired radiation pattern. With proper design, this type
antenna should have a high efficiency, and the matched load
used to terminate the wave guide in the experimental models
could be replaced by a shorting plunger. This type antenna
would occupy little space and could be Installed flush with
the surface of the fuselage or wings, or at the wing tips.
er vertical or horizontal polarization could be obtained
by proper selection of the location of the antenna on the air-
craft.
Of the other types of antennas investigated, only the one
shown in fig. 17 will give sero aerodynamic drag. The radia-
tion patterns of this antenna, without solid dielectric filling,
but with a thin dielectric window over the aperture, should be
useful in some Installations where the main beam is not required
to lie so closely to the surface of the aircraft at the antenna.
When some drag can be tolerated in the antenna design,
several of the other types could be chosen. The one shown in
,\
fig. 21, ilth a dielectric window, or the one In fig. 22,
have radiation patterns without large aide lobee, and the
position and width of the stain bean has sow* flexibility
with design so that certain beam specifications mifht be net.
If the location of the antenna is restricted and the other
polarization is desired, the antenna in fig. 24 (E) , with
solid dielectric filling, could be adopted. This latter type
would contribute even less drag than the ^wo nentloned above.
The meaeurlng equipment used in this research would be
invaluable in the design of antennas for specific purposes.
The antenna to be tested can be mounted with the desired
orientation with respect to the receiving antenna and its
radiation pattern rapidly obtained. By changing some of the
variables in the antenna design, such as the width of the
slots for the slotted type antenna, this experimental method
of design should quickly produce the desired results.
It is recommended that the measuring equipment be im-
proved by increasing the linearity of the patterns obtained
on the cathode ray tubes so that they are more truly linear
plots of the power radiated by the antennas. This can be done
by proper adjustment of the driver stages for the deflection
colls, or by a re-design of these stages. In an earlier de-
sign of an antenna radiation pattern plotting system, one of
the tubes in the driver stage was replaced by resistors, and
better overall linearity characteristics were obtained. How-
ever, for the purpose of this research, the distortion of the
radiation patterns obtained was not serious, and no time was
spent In attempting to Improve the driver stages.
7Z
«^re was considerable Interference from 3-centimeter
radar* in the vicinity and measurements could be made only
when this Interference was absent. To eliminate this trouble-
seas factor, a transmitter with higher power cutput than for
a Shepherd -Pierce tube should be used. The receiving system
should be made frequency selective, possibly by the use of
a superheterodyne receiver having a sharply tuned I. P. stage
of about 50 megacycles*
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